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As you know, we are energy, our thoughts, feelings, words, and actions are energy and Universal Laws bring us more of what 
we think and feel.  It matches the energy of thoughts and feelings with experiences that give you the same energy.  So, when 
you broadcast thoughts of feeling overwhelmed, you get more feelings of overwhelm.   When you broadcast thoughts that 
result in you feeling good, you get experiences that confirm you feeling good.  Based on this alone, it pays to take responsibility 
of your life.  Here are a few things that allow for you to consciously rethink how to take responsibility for your life! 
 

Take responsibility for your thoughts, feelings actions, & words 
You take responsibility when you accept that the thoughts you have are 
your thoughts coming from your mind.  The actions you take are your own 
actions.  This means that nobody can make you think, feel, say or do 
anything.  They cannot “push your buttons” unless you let them.  In the 
same way, you don’t have control over how other people respond. 

 Live in the present, and remember YOU matter 
Life is now, there is only one moment, now.  The past is history, the 
future is a mystery, all you have is the present, this moment, now!  Make 
the best of it, use it to redeem the past, and create the future you want.  
Ask yourself “I am in the present moment, and what do I want?”   Live 
every day as if what you do matters, because it does.  

Do away with excuses 
Having an excuse is like admitting to yourself that you are not willing to do 
what it takes to achieve something, or you don’t want it enough.  Taking 
responsibility means getting rid of excuses and doing whatever it takes to 
achieve your goals.  Don’t have enough money? Save for it; find someone 
to fund you.  Don’t know how to do something? Learn!   

 Use the power of intention 
You have the power to choose and you make choices all the time (tea or 
coffee, exercise or not).  Become intentional in your choices by having a 
vision in mind.  Living intentionally by deliberately making choices to 
move you forward toward your vision.  Ask yourself “Is saying yes to this 
moving me towards my goal?” 

Forgive yourself when things go wrong 
You’re not perfect and you will make mistakes.  While it is important to own 
up to them, it is equally important to forgive yourself for them.  Self-
forgiveness can be difficult, yet it’s not impossible.  Be gentle with yourself 
and know that you can use the incident to become a better person.  Ask 
yourself “What can I do to keep from doing this again?” 

 Break your bad habits 
Know that avoiding responsibility is as much a habit as it is a conscious 
decision.  Habits are mindsets that you create and strengthen through 
repeated execution.  Breaking the habit begins with identifying it and 
accepting it for what it is.  Once you become more aware, you have the 
power to stop before you pull that verbal or mental trigger.   

Quit the “Blame Game” 
Stop blaming your partner, parents, economy, upbringing, etc.  Blame 
keeps you in victim mode and robs you of changing the situation. Even 
people who adore you will get bored of you blaming others for things within 
your control.  When you shift from blame to accepting responsibility, you 
shift from victim to victor.  Now, you can look at the situation and decide 
what to do about it.  Ask yourself “What is my role in this?” 

 Identify triggers of denial  
What situations are most likely going to result in your running away from 
responsibilities?  If you can identify situations in which you refuse to be 
held accountable, you can find ways to think differently about them.  
Does accepting responsibility make you feel inferior or incompetent?  
Whatever the case, understanding your actions can be an important 
step to addressing the issue.  

Stop complaining and bemoaning your situation 
Complaining is another form of blame and playing the victim, as if you have 
no choice.  You have more power than you realize.  Don’t focus on lack, on 
things going wrong or happening to you.  Consider the bigger picture, as if 
it’s a life lesson.  Ask yourself “What can I learn from this?”   

 Feel calm and confident 
When you take responsibility for your life, you step into a place of calm 
confidence. You know you get to choose how to respond and not fall 
into victim mode.  Ask yourself “What do I choose to accept from this 
conversation and how do I choose to respond?” 

Don’t take it personally 
This is tough, yet big!  Don’t assume that everything is about you and that 
any form of disagreement is a personal attack.  Remember you don’t have 
control over how other people respond, only how you respond.  Ask 
yourself “Is this about me, or the issue at hand?”  If you’re not sure, instead 
of making assumptions, ask questions!  This can be very liberating and full 
of pleasant surprises.   

 Put it on paper 
It might help if you start writing things down.  Our thoughts and feelings 
can get very messy and overwhelming, so it becomes really hard to 
process what’s really going on.  Sometimes we’re not even fully aware 
of what’s happening.  Write down how you feel about certain events or 
people.  By seeing it written down, you may realize in your own safe 
space that you’ve got room to grow.   

Know what you really want in life and make yourself happy 
A big part of taking responsibility for your life is knowing what sort of life 
you wish to lead.  It may be hard to figure out, and yet you should form 
realistic goals for your life.  Remember, happiness does not come from 
outside you, it is not the job of your partner, parent, friend, or child to make 
you happy.  Happiness is a decision.  Keep a gratitude journal and you will 
find lots to be happy about. Do and enjoy things that make you feel happy. 

 Look for the good in others 
We judge ourselves by our intentions, yet we judge others by their 
behavior.  What we see depends mainly on what we look for. Make it a 
habit to look for the intentions behind people’s behavior.  When we can 
understand where someone is coming from, we can often let go of 
judgement.  Ask yourself “If I just see him/her as a human being, just like 
myself, how will I respond? 
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